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AND FORMULAS FOR MULTIPLICITY
AND THE LOCAL ŁOJASIEWICZ EXPONENT
TOMASZ RODAK, ADAM RÓŻYCKI, STANISŁAW SPODZIEJA
Abstract. The classical Bertini theorem on generic intersection of an alge-
braic set with hyperplanes states the following: Let X be a nonsingular closed
subvariety of Pn
k
, where k is an algebraically closed field. Then there exists
a hyperplane H ⊂ Pn
k
not containing X and such that the scheme H ∩ X is
regular at every point. Furthermore, the set of hyperplanes with this property
forms an open dense subset of the complete linear system |H| considered as a
projective space. We will show that one can effectively indicate a finite family
of hyperplanes H such that at least one of them satisfies the assertion of the
Bertini theorem. As an application of the method used in the proof we will
give effective formulas for the multiplicity and the Łojasiewicz exponent of
polynomial mappings.
Introduction
The classical Bertini theorem on generic intersection of an algebraic set with
hyperplanes is as follows (see [7, Theorem II.8.18]):
Bertini theorem 1. Let X be a nonsingular closed subvariety of Pmk , where k is
an algebraically closed field. Then there exists a hyperplane H ⊂ Pmk not containing
X and such that the scheme H ∩X is regular at every point. (In fact, if dimX > 2,
then H ∩X is connected, hence irreducible, and so H ∩X is a nonsingular variety.)
Furthermore, the set of hyperplanes with this property forms an open dense subset
of the complete linear system |H | considered as a projective space.
This theorem is one of the fundamental tools in algebraic geometry. For more
details we refer to [8].
We will show that one can effectively indicate a finite family of hyperplanes
H such that at least one of them satisfies the assertion of the Bertini theorem
(see Theorems 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8). Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 are formulated in terms
of algebraic cones, i.e., algebraic sets defined by homogeneous polynomials. The
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most general is Theorem 3.8 which says (in the projective case) the following: Let
d,m, q, s be positive integers such that m > q > s, let
ℓ = dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + q] +mq − 1,
and let Nj : C
(m+1)q → C, 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions,
i.e., any (m+ 1)q of these functions are linearly independent. Then
Ks,j1,...,j(m+1)q−1 = {x ∈ P
m : ∃a=(a1,...,aq)∈(Pm)q Nj1(a) = · · · = Nj(m+1)q−1 (a) = 0,
a1x
T = · · · = asx
T = 0} for 1 6 j1 < · · · < j(m+1)q−1 6 ℓ
is a system of linear subspaces of dimension m−s such that for any irreducible and
smooth algebraic set V ⊂ Pm of dimension q and degree d, there are 1 6 j1 < · · · <
j(m+1)q−1 6 ℓ such that the intersection X = V ∩ Ks,j1,...,j(m+1)q−1 is transversal
at any point x ∈ X and the set X is smooth. If moreover q > s + 1 then X is
irreducible.
As a consequence of the Bertini theorem we obtain Corollary 3.11 which says
that for any algebraic set V = V (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ C
m of pure dimension q, where
fj ∈ C[x], deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 r, we have
deg0 V = max
16j1<···<jm(q−1)−16ℓ
deg0(V ∩Ks,j1,...,jm(q−1)−1 ) for any 1 6 s 6 q.
A crucial role in the proof of the Bertini theorem is played by the following
observation (see Lemma 2.3): Let m, q, d be positive integers with m > 2, m > q,
let ℓ = d(m− q) + q, and let Nj : Cm → C, 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent
linear functions. Then for any algebraic cone C0 ⊂ Cm with dimC0 6 q and with
total degree δ(C0) 6 d, there are 1 6 i1 < · · · < iq 6 ℓ such that
C0 ∩ V (Ni1 , . . . , Niq ) = {0}.
The number ℓ in the above observation is optimal in terms of d, m and q (see
Remark 2.4).
There are a lot of numerical invariants that could be associated with a polynomial
map f . In this note we are interested in two of them, namely the multiplicity
and the Łojasiewicz exponent. The multiplicity is a basic biholomorphic invariant
characterizing the singularity of f at zero (see [1, 4, 15, 16, 20]). As a corollary
from the above observation we will prove the following effective formula for the
multiplicity i0(f) of a finite polynomial mapping f (see Theorem 4.1): Let ℓ =
dn(m − n) + n. For any independent system Lj : Cm → C, 1 6 j 6 ℓ, and any
polynomial mapping f : Cn → Cm of degree d, finite at 0, we have
i0(f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
dimC O /(Li1 ◦ f, . . . , Lin ◦ f).
Note that in the case m > n, we only have i0(f) > dimC O /(f1, . . . , fm).
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For the Łojasiewicz exponent (see [13, 14, 10, 11], the definition is given in
Section 5), we obtain the following formulas (see Corollaries 5.3 and 5.6): Let m > n
be positive integers, let ℓ = dn(m − n) + n, and let Lj : Cm → C, 1 6 j 6 ℓ,
be a system of independent linear functions. Then for any polynomial mapping
f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) finite at 0 with deg f 6 d we have
L0(f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
L0((Li1 , . . . , Lin) ◦ f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
L0(Hf,(Li1 ,...,Lin )),
where Hf,L(z) = L ◦ f(z) + (z
dn+1
1 , . . . , z
dn+1
n ), z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C
n for a linear
mapping L : Cm → Cn. Then by using Płoski’s formula for the Łojasiewicz exponent
of mappings Cn → Cn (see [18, 19]) we obtain an effective formula for the exponent
in terms of orders of polynomials Pf,L,N ∈ C[y1, . . . , yn, t] defining the sets of values
of the mappings
Φf,L,N(z) = (Hf,L(z), N(z)),
where N : Cn → C is a linear function. More precisely, we obtain the following
formula (see Theorem 5.7): Let ℓL = d
n(m−n)+n, ℓN = n+[(dn+1)n−1]n(n−1),
and let IL = {s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Nn : 1 6 s1 < · · · < sn 6 ℓL}. Then for any
sequences Ni : C
n → C, 1 6 i 6 ℓN , Lj : Cm → C, 1 6 j 6 ℓL, of independent














r + 1− j
if P (y, t) =
∑∞
j=0 Pj(y)t
j ∈ C{y, t} is a power series regular of order r + 1 in t.
In [19, Theorem 7] we obtained a similar result to Theorem 5.7. There, how-
ever, we used the linear mappings L and N with generic coefficients. An important
limitation in using [19, Theorem 7] is a quite large number, n(m + 1), of addi-
tional variables (i.e., coefficients of L and N) needed to determine the polynomial
Pf,L,N . This results in an exponential extension of the time needed for calculations.
Theorem 5.7 provides a formula for the Łojasiewicz exponent without using addi-






the point of view of the formula’s effectiveness and algorithmic implementation,
this is a significant simplification and reduces the time of computer calculations
considerably.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Basic notations. By f : (Cm, 0) → (Cn, 0) we denote a mapping defined in
a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ Cm with values in Cn such that f(0) = 0. A holomorphic
mapping f : (Cm, 0) → (Cn, 0) is called finite at 0 if 0 is an isolated point of f−1(0).
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We denote by C[x] the ring of complex polynomials in x = (x1, . . . , xm). The
degree of a polynomial f ∈ C[x] is denoted by deg f . We put deg 0 = −∞. Let
f = (f1, . . . , fr) : C
m → Cr be a polynomial mapping, i.e., fj ∈ C[x] for 1 6 j 6 r.
By the degree of f , denoted by deg f , we mean max{deg fj : 1 6 j 6 r}.
For any set I ⊂ C[x], we denote by V (I) ⊂ Cm the set of common zeros of all
polynomials f ∈ I; any set of the form V (I) is called algebraic. We put V (∅) = Cm.
By the Hilbert basis theorem V (I) = V (J ) = V (f1, . . . , fr) for some polynomials
fj ∈ C[x], 1 6 j 6 r, belonging to the ideal J ⊂ C[x] generated by I. If the
polynomials fj, 1 6 j 6 r, are homogeneous, we call the set V (f1, . . . , fr) an
algebraic cone.
We denote by dimV the dimension of an algebraic (or locally analytic) set V ⊂
Cn. We set dim ∅ = −1. Let dima V denote the dimension of V at a ∈ Cn, i.e., the
dimension of the germ of the set V at a. The set V is called pure dimensional if all
irreducible components of V have the same dimension.
1.2. Tangent cone. Let C0(V ) be the tangent cone to a set V ⊂ Cm at 0 in the
sense of Whitney [25], i.e., the set of vectors w ∈ Cm for which there are sequences
pν ∈ V with pν → 0 and αν ∈ C such that ανpν → w as ν → ∞. We have the
following fact (cf. [25, Theorem 8.10 and Lemma 8.11]).
Fact 1.1. Let V ⊂ Cm be an analytic set in a neighbourhood of the origin with
0 ∈ V . Then C0(V ) is an algebraic cone and dimC0(V ) = dim0 V . If 0 is a simple
point of V then C0(V ) is the tangent space T0(V ) to V at 0.
1.3. Degree of algebraic sets. The degree of a pure dimensional algebraic set
V ⊂ Cm, denoted by deg V , is defined as the number of common points of V and a
generic affine subspace X ⊂ Cm of dimension m− dim V ; and the degree of V at a
point a ∈ V , denoted by dega V , is the multiplicity ia(V,X) of proper intersection
of V with X as above such that a ∈ X (see [3]). Obviously, dega V 6 degV .
Let V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs be the decomposition of an algebraic set V ⊂ Cm into
irreducible components. The number
δ(V ) := deg V1 + · · ·+ deg Vs
is called the total degree of V (see [15]).
We have the following useful properties of the total degree (see [15]).
Fact 1.2. If V,W ⊂ Cm are algebraic sets, then
δ(V ∩W ) 6 δ(V )δ(W ),(1)
δ(V ) 6 deg f1 · · · deg fr, where V = V (f1, . . . , fr),(2)
δ(L(V )) 6 δ(V ) for any linear mapping L : Cm → Ck.(3)
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Fact 1.3. If V ⊂ Cm is an algebraic set, then δ(C0(V )) 6 δ(V ). If f : Cn → Cm







Proof. The first assertion immediately follows from [3, Theorem 6.4]. We will prove
the second assertion. Let W = f(Cn), k = dimW and D = degW . Then k 6 n and
by the definition of the degree of an algebraic set and the fact that dimW \W < k,
for a generic linear mapping L : Cm → Ck and a generic z ∈ Ck, #L−1(z)∩W = D,
where # stands for cardinality. Hence D 6 δ((L ◦ f)−1(z)). Since for y ∈ Cm such
that L(y) = z we have (L ◦ f)−1(z) = (L ◦ (f − y))−1(0), (2) gives D 6 dk 6 dn.
Consequently, the first assertion implies the second. 
We denote by L(m, r) the set of linear mappings Cm → Cr, where m, r ∈ N. We
set L(m, r) = {0} if r = 0.
We will need the following lemma (cf. [9, Lemma 3.20] and [21, Lemma 1.1]).
Lemma 1.4. Let f = (f1, . . . , fr) : C
n → Cr be a polynomial mapping such that
dimV (f) = q. Let W be the union of the irreducible components of dimension q of
the set V (f). Then for a generic linear mapping L = (L1, . . . , Ln−q) ∈ L(r, n − q)
the set V1 = V (L1 ◦ f, . . . , Ln−q ◦ f) has dimension q, W is the union of some
irreducible components of V1, and
degW 6 δ(V1) 6 deg(L1 ◦ f) · · ·deg(Ln−q ◦ f).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that q > 0. Let Y = f(Cn) ⊂ Cr.
By Chevalley’s theorem (see [15, p. 395]) the set Y is algebraic and obviously irre-
ducible. Moreover, [16, Theorem 3.13] easily implies that r > dim0 Y = dimY > n−
q, and there exists a Zariski open and dense subset U of Y such that dim f−1(y) 6 q
for y ∈ U and obviously dim(Y \ U) 6 dimY − 1.
Let k = dimC0(Y ). By Fact 1.1, k = dim Y and so r > k > n− q.
If k < r, by definition of the degree of an algebraic set, for a generic linear
mapping L : Cr → Ck the set Y ∩ L−1(0) is finite, (Y \ U) ∩ L−1(0) ⊂ {0}
and obviously 0 ∈ Y ∩ L−1(0). So, V (L ◦ f) has dimension q and contains W .
Consequently, W is the union of some irreducible components of V (L ◦ f). Hence,
it suffices to consider the case k = r, and then obviously Y = Cr and r 6 n.
Let
Z = {(x, L) ∈ Cn × L(r, n− q) : L ◦ f(x) = 0},
and let
π : Z ∋ (x, L) 7→ L ∈ L(r, n− q).
Obviously dimL(r, n − q) = r(n − q). Since Y = Cr and r 6 n, we have π(Z) =
L(r, n−q), dimZ = r(n−q)+q and for a generic L ∈ L(r, n−q) the set π−1(L) has
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dimension q. This gives the first assertion. The second follows immediately from
the first and Fact 1.2. 
From Lemma 1.4 we immediately obtain
Corollary 1.5. If V = V (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ Cn is an algebraic cone of pure di-
mension q, where f1, . . . , fr : C
n → C are nonzero homogeneous polynomials with
deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 r, then
δ(V ) 6 dn−q.
1.4. Projective algebraic sets. Let Pm be the m-dimensional complex projective
space. Let V ⊂ Pm be an algebraic set, i.e., the set of common zeros of some system
S ⊂ C[x0, . . . , xm] of homogeneous polynomials. Let I ⊂ C[x0, . . . , xm] be the
radical of the ideal generated by S. Then I is the ideal of all polynomials vanishing
on V and
V C := {(x0, . . . , xm) ∈ C
m+1 : [x0 : . . . : xm] ∈ V } ∪ {0} = V (I),
where V (I) = {x ∈ Cm+1 : f(x) = 0 for any f ∈ I}, is an algebraic cone. We
have dimV = dimV C − 1. The set V is called pure dimensional if all irreducible
components of V have the same dimension.
Since any hyperplane H ⊂ Cm+1 of dimension k can be written in the form
V (L1, . . . , Lm−k, Lm−k+1 − a) for some L1, . . . , Lm−k+1 ∈ L(m, 1) and a ∈ C, we
can define the degree of V by deg V = deg V C (if V is of pure dimension), and its
total degree by δ(V ) = δ(V C).
2. Auxiliary results
2.1. Main lemma. A system of functions N1, . . . , Ns ∈ L(m, 1), s > m, will
be called independent if for any sequence 1 6 i1 < · · · < im 6 s the system
Ni1 , . . . , Nim is linearly independent over C.
Remark 2.1. Take a system N1, . . . , Ns ∈ L(m, 1) with s > n, and let Ni(x) =
ai,1x1 + · · · + ai,mxm. Then the system N1, . . . , Ns is independent if and only if
∏
16i1<···<im6s
det[aij ,l]16j,l6m 6= 0. So, the set of independent systems is a dense
subset of L(m, s) with algebraic complement.
Example 2.2. For any injective sequence ai ∈ C, 1 6 i 6 s, s > m, the system
Ni(x1, . . . , xm) = x1 + aix2 + · · ·+ a
m−1
i xm, 1 6 i 6 s,
is independent. Indeed, this follows from the properties of the Vandermonde deter-
minant.
A crucial role in the discussions below will be played by the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Let m, q, d be positive integers with m > 2, m > q, let ℓ = d(m−q)+q,
and let Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions. Then
for any algebraic cone C0 ⊂ Cm with dimC0 6 q and δ(C0) 6 d, there exist
1 6 i1 < · · · < iq 6 ℓ such that
C0 ∩ V (Ni1 , . . . , Niq ) = {0}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on q ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Take any algebraic cone C0 ⊂
C
m with dimC0 = 1 and δ(C0) 6 d. Then there are w1, . . . , wd ∈ C
m \ {0} such
that C0 = w1C ∪ · · · ∪wdC. Suppose that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} there exists ϕ(i) ∈
{1, . . . , d} such that Ni(wϕ(i)) = 0. Since wϕ(i) 6= 0, the choice of N1, . . . , Nℓ yields
#ϕ−1(j) 6 m− 1, so
d(m− 1) + 1 = ℓ = #ϕ−1({1, . . . , d}) = #ϕ−1(1) + · · ·+#ϕ−1(d) 6 d(m− 1),
which is impossible. This gives the assertion for q = 1.
Assume that the assertion holds for 1 6 q − 1 < m. Take any algebraic cone C0
with dimC0 6 q and δ(C0) 6 d. If q = m then the assertion is obvious. Assume that
q < m. Let C0 = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs be the decomposition into irreducible components.
Since δ(C0) 6 d, we have s 6 d. Observe that there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, such
that dimC0 ∩ V (Ni) < q. Indeed, suppose that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} there exists
ψ(i) ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that Vψ(i) ⊂ V (Ni) and dimVψ(i) = q. Analogously to the
above, the choice of N1, . . . , Nℓ yields #ψ
−1(j) 6 m− q, so
d(m− q) + q = ℓ = ψ−1({1, . . . , s}) 6 s(m− q) 6 d(m− q),
which is impossible and gives the announced observation.
By the above observation we can take a function Ni with dimC1 6 q − 1 and
δ(C1) 6 d, where C1 = C0 ∩ V (Ni). After a linear change of coordinates, we can
assume that Ni(x1, . . . , xm) = xm. Then the family Nj|Cm−1×{0}, j 6= i, contains
d(m − q) + q − 1 = d((m − 1) − (q − 1)) + q − 1 independent linear functions in
x1, . . . , xm−1. So, the induction hypothesis gives the assertion for q and the proof
is complete. 
Remark 2.4. The number ℓ = d(m− q) + q in Lemma 2.3 is optimal. Indeed, take
an independent system of functions Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ. Let
Vi = V (N(i−1)(m−q)+1, . . . , N(i−1)(m−q)+m−q), i = 1, . . . , d.
Then C0 = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vd ⊂ Cm is an algebraic cone, dim(C0) = q, δ(C0) = d, and
C0 ∩ V (Ni1 , . . . , Niq ) 6= {0} for 1 6 i1 < · · · < iq 6 ℓ with i1 6 d(m− q),
C0 ∩ V (Nd(m−q)+1, . . . , Nd(m−q)+q) = {0}.
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2.2. Corollaries from Lemma 2.3. From Lemma 2.3 we immediately obtain (see
[3, Theorem 6.3])
Corollary 2.5. Let d,m, q be positive integers such that m > q, let ℓ = d(m −
q) + q, and let Nj ∈ L(m(q − 1), 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear
functions. Then for any algebraic set V = V (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ Cm of pure dimension
q, where fj ∈ C[x], deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 r, we have
deg0 V = min
16i1<···<iq6ℓ
i0(V, V (Ni1 , . . . , Niq )).
Corollary 2.6. Let C0 ⊂ Cm be an algebraic cone of pure dimension q and
degree d.
(a) If N1, . . . , Nq ∈ L(m, 1) is a system of linear functions such that C0 ∩
V (N1, . . . , Nq) = {0}, then for any 1 6 i1 < · · · < is 6 q the intersection
C0 ∩ V (Ni1 , . . . , Nis) is proper.
(b) For any system of independent linear functions Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ,
ℓ = d(m− q) + q, where d = degC0, there exist 1 6 j1 < · · · < jq 6 ℓ such that for
any 1 6 i1 < · · · , is 6 q the intersection C0 ∩ V (Nji1 , . . . , Njis ) is proper.
Proof. Let C1 be an irreducible component of C0. Take any 1 6 i1 < · · · < is 6 q
and let σ : {1, . . . , q} → {1, . . . , q} be a bijection such that σ(j) = ij for 1 6 j 6 s.
By [16, Theorem 3.13] for any 1 6 i 6 q we have
dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(i−1)))− 1 6 dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(i))).
Since dimC1 = q and dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(q))) = 0, for 1 6 i 6 q we have
dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(i−1)))− 1 = dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(i))),
and consequently dim(C1 ∩ V (Nσ(1), . . . , Nσ(s))) = q− s, which gives (a). From (a)
and Lemma 2.3 we immediately obtain (b). 
From Lemma 2.3 for q = m− 1 we immediately obtain
Corollary 2.7. Let m, d be positive integers with m > 2, let ℓ = d + m − 1,
and let Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions.
Then for any algebraic cone C0 ⊂ Cm with dimC0 < m and δ(C0) 6 d, there exist
1 6 i1 < · · · < im−1 6 ℓ such that V (Ni1 , . . . , Nim−1)∩C0 ⊂ {0}. Moreover, the sets
V (Ni1 , . . . , Nim−1), 1 6 i1 < · · · < im−1 6 ℓ, are one-dimensional linear subspaces
of Cm.
From Corollary 2.7 and Example 2.2 we immediately obtain
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Corollary 2.8. Let Nj(x1, . . . , xm) = x1 + ajx2 + · · · + a
m−1
j xm, where aj ∈
C \ {0} are pairwise different numbers, 1 6 j 6 ℓ, ℓ = d+m− 1, d > 0. Then for
any 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ there exists a unique point
F (aj1 , . . . , ajm−1) ∈ V (Nj1 , . . . , Njm−1)
with first coordinate 1. Moreover, for any algebraic cone C ⊂ Cm with dimC < m
and δ(C) 6 d there exist 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ such that F (aj1 , . . . , ajm−1) /∈ C.
Remark 2.9. Let n = m− 1 > 0. By using the Lagrange interpolation formula we
easily find that the function
F = (F0, . . . , Fn) : C
n ∋ (a1, . . . , an) 7→ F (a1, . . . , an) ∈ C
n+1
in Corollary 2.8 is defined by F0(a1, . . . , an) = 1 and















ai1 · · · ain−k .
for k = 1, . . . , n, where ai 6= 0 and ai 6= aj for i 6= j.
We have the following generalization of Lemma 2.3.
Corollary 2.10. Let k,m, q, d be positive integers with m > 2, m > q and
k > q. Let





− d(q − 1)
and let Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓk be a system of independent linear functions.
Then for any algebraic cone C0 ⊂ Cm with dimC0 6 q and δ(C0) 6 d, there exist
1 6 j1 < · · · < jk 6 ℓk such that for any 1 6 i1 < · · · < iq 6 k,
(5) C0 ∩ V (Nji1 , . . . , Njiq ) = {0}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k > q. If k = q then the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.3. Assume that the assertion holds for k − 1 > q. Take an algebraic cone
C0 ⊂ C
m with dimC0 6 q and δ(C0) 6 d. By the induction hypothesis there are





[C0 ∩ V (Nji1 , . . . , Njiq−1 )].











d(m− 1) + 1, by Lemma 2.3 there exists jk ∈ {ℓk−1 + 1, . . . , ℓk}
such that C1 ∩ V (Njk) = {0}. So, for j1, . . . , jk we easily obtain the assertion and
the proof is complete. 
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Remark 2.11. The number ℓk in Corollary 2.10 is optimal. Indeed, by Remark
2.4, ℓq = ℓ is optimal for k = q. Assume that ℓk−1 is optimal for k − 1 > q. Then
by arguing as in the proof of Corollary 2.10 we see that there exists an algebraic
cone C0 ⊂ Cn of pure dimension q with δ(C0) = d such that the cone C1 defined











d(m− 1) + 1 linear forms to obtain the assertion of Corollary 2.10





d(m− 1)+ 1 and ℓk is of the form (4), which
completes the proof.
Corollary 2.12. Let V ⊂ Cm be an algebraic cone of pure dimension q and
degree d. There are homogeneous polynomials f1, . . . , fm−q ∈ C[x1, . . . , xm] such
that deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 m − q, the algebraic cone W = V (f1, . . . , fm−q)
has pure dimension q and degree not exceeding dm−q, and V is the union of some
irreducible components of W . Moreover, the matrix







has rank m− q on a Zariski open and dense subset of W .
Proof. If q = m then the assertion is trivial. Assume that q < m. By the Sadullaev
theorem (see [15, p. 389]) for k = q + 1 the set Sm−k(V ) of Sadullaev’s spaces of
dimension m − k for V (i.e., linear spaces Y ⊂ Cm of dimension m − k such that
V ⊂ {x+ y : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, |y| 6 C(1 + |x|)} for some C > 0, where X is a linear
complement of Y ), is an open and dense subset of the Grassmann space Gm−k(C
m)
(of m − k-dimensional linear subspaces of Cm) with complement being a proper
algebraic set. These are exactly the spaces Y ∈ Gm−k(Cm) for which V ∩ Y = {0}.
So, for any Y ∈ Sm−k(V ) and its linear complement X , the restriction to V of the
projection πY : C
n = X + Y ∋ x+ y 7→ x ∈ X is a proper mapping. By Chevalley’s
theorem (see [15, p. 395]), πY (V ) ⊂ X is a proper algebraic set and obviously it is
an algebraic cone. Moreover, from [16, Theorem 3.13] we easily deduce that πY (V )
has pure dimension q = dimX − 1, and by Fact 1.2, δ(πY (V )) 6 d. So, there exists
a homogeneous polynomial without multiple factors fY of degree not exceeding d
such that πY (V ) + Y = V (fY ). Consequently, fY (x + y) = fY (x) for x ∈ X and
y ∈ Y and fY vanishes on V .
Since V ∩ Y = {0} for Y ∈ Sm−k(V ), by Corollary 2.10 (for k = n) and Re-
mark 2.1 (or Corollary 2.8) we easily see that there exists a system of coordinates
x1, . . . , xm of C
m such that for
Yj = {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ C
m : xs = 0 for j 6 s 6 j + q},
Xj = {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ C
n : xs = 0 for 1 6 s 6 j − 1 and for j + q + 1 6 s 6 m},
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1 6 j 6 m − q, we have Yj ∈ Sm−k(V ), Xj is a linear complement of Yj in Cm.
Moreover, one can assume that
Zj = {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Xj : xs = 0 for s 6= j}
is a Sadullaev space of πYj (V ) ⊂ Xj for 1 6 j 6 m− q. Consequently, the polyno-
mials fYj are of the forms
fYj(xj , . . . , xj+q) = f0,Yj(xj+1, . . . , xj+q)x
Nj
j + f1,Yj (xj+1, . . . , xj+q)x
Nj−1
j
+ · · ·+ fNj,Yj (xj+1, . . . , xj+q)
with Nj > 0 and f0,Yj(xj+1, . . . , xj+q) 6= 0. Moreover, for any (xj+1, . . . , xj+q) ∈ C
q
the polynomial fYj has a finite number of zeros xj . So, the projection onto {0}×C
q




(πYj (V ) + Yj)
is proper and W has pure dimension q. Since V has pure dimension q and V ⊂W ,
we infer that V is the union of some irreducible components of W . So, by Fact 1.2
we obtain deg V 6 degW 6 dm−q.
Since fYj has no multiple factors, we have ∂fYj/∂xj 6= 0 on any irreducible
component ofW for any 1 6 j 6 m−q. By the definition of fYj we have ∂fYj/∂xk =








is nonzero on any irreducible component of W . This gives the assertion. 
3. Bertini’s theorem
3.1. Bertini’s weak theorem. For any a ∈ C, denote by Na the linear function
x1 + ax2 + · · ·+ am−1xm. We have
Corollary 3.1 (Bertini’s weak theorem). Let C ⊂ Cm be an algebraic cone of
pure dimension q > 1. Then the set A ⊂ C of points a ∈ C such that C ∩ V (Na) is
an improper intersection is finite. Moreover, #A 6 d(m− q), where δ(C) 6 d.
Proof. Let k = d(m − q). Suppose to the contrary that #A > k. Then there are
a1, . . . , ak+1 ∈ A such that ai 6= aj for 1 6 i, j 6 k + 1. Consequently, dim[C ∩
V (Naj )] = q for 1 6 j 6 k + 1. Then for any ak+2, . . . , ak+q ∈ C and any 1 6 i1 <
· · · < iq 6 d(m − q) + q we have dim[C ∩ V (Na1 , . . . , Naq )] > 0. This contradicts
Lemma 2.3 and Example 2.2. 
The properness of the intersection C∩V (Na) in Corollary 3.1 cannot be replaced
by transversality, as shown by the following example:
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Example 3.2. Let
C = {(x, y, z) ∈ C3 : y2 − 4xz = 0}.
Obviously C \ {0} is a smooth cone of dimension 2. Let Na(x, y, z) = x+ ay+ a2z,
a ∈ C. Then C ∩ V (Na) 6= ∅ for any a ∈ C. Moreover, if (0, 0, 0) 6= (x0, y0, z0) ∈
















(−4z0x+ 2y0y − 4x0z)
and T(x0,y0,z0)C = V (Na). This shows that the intersection C ∩ V (Na) is not
transversal at (x0, y0, z0).
3.2. Effective Bertini theorem. In this section we will prove some effective ver-
sion of Bertini’s theorem. Let us start with a lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let V ⊂ Cm be an irreducible algebraic cone of dimension q > 0 and
degree d > 0. Assume that V \ {0} is smooth. Let
C = {N ∈ L(m, 1) : ∃x∈V \{0} N(x) = 0 ∧ Tx(V ) ⊂ V (N)}.
Then C is an irreducible algebraic cone in Cm with dimC < m and
(7) degC 6 2dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + 1]q−1.
Proof. The inequality dimC < m follows immediately from the fact that for any
x ∈ V \ {0} the set of N ∈ L(m, 1) such that N(x) = 0 and Tx(V ) ⊂ V (N) is a
linear space of dimension m − q and that Tλx(V ) = Tx(V ) for λ ∈ C \ {0}. Since
the set V \ {0} is smooth and connected, the tangent bundle
W = {(x, y) ∈ (V \ {0})× Cn : y ∈ Tx(V )}
of V \ {0} is a smooth and connected manifold, so the set {(x,N) ∈ (V \ {0}) ×
L(m, 1) : Tx(V ) ⊂ V (N)} is also a smooth and connected manifold. In particular,
the closure of this set is an irreducible algebraic set. Consequently, C is irreducible,
as the projection onto L(m, 1) of the above set.
We will prove (7) by induction on m. For m = 1 the assertion is trivial. As-
sume that it holds for m − 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
V 6⊂ {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Cm : x1 = 0}. By Corollary 2.12 there are nonzero homo-
geneous polynomials f1, . . . , fm−q ∈ C[x] such that deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 m − q,
the algebraic cone V1 = V (f1, . . . , fm−q) has pure dimension q and degV1 6 d
m−q,
and V is an irreducible component of V1. Moreover, the matrix
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1 6 j 6 m − q, 1 6 k 6 m and bm−q+1,k = ak for 1 6 k 6 m, where ak ∈ C,
N(x1, . . . , xm) = a1x1 + · · ·+ amxm, and let B = [bj,k] 16j6m−q+1
16k6m
. Let
X = {(x,N) ∈ Cm × L(m, 1) : x 6= 0, f1(x) = · · · = fm−q(x) = 0, N(x) = 0,
rankB(x,N) 6 m− q}.
Then there exists an irreducible component X1 of X such that C is equal to the
closure of the projection of X1 onto L(m, 1). So, by Fact 1.2,
(8) degC 6 degX1 6 δ(X).




x1+ · · ·+
∂fj
∂xm
xm = fj deg fj , the set X1 is an irreducible component of
an algebraic set described by the equations f1(x) = · · · = fm−q(x) = 0, N(x) = 0
and by q−1 minors ofB of size (m−q+1)×(m−q+1) and of degree (m−q)(d−1)+1.
So, using Fact 1.2 and (8) we obtain the assertion. 
Set abT = a1b1 + · · ·+ ambm for a = (a1, . . . , am), b = (b1, . . . , bm) ∈ Cm.
Theorem 3.4 (Bertini). Let d,m, q be positive integers such that m > q, let
ℓ = 2dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + 1]q−1 +m− 1,
and let Nj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions. Then
Ej1,...,jm−1 = {x ∈ C
m : ∃a∈Cm\{0} Nj1(a) = · · · = Njm−1(a) = 0, ax
T = 0},
for 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ is a system of hyperplanes such that for any irreducible
algebraic cone V ⊂ Cm with dimV = q and degV 6 d such that V \ {0} is smooth,
there are 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ such that the intersection X = V ∩ Ej1,...,jm−1
is transversal at any point x ∈ X \ {0} and the set X \ {0} is smooth. If moreover
q > 3 then X is irreducible.
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 3.3.
The second assertion is immediate by arguing as in [7, proof of Theorem II.8.18]. 
Remark 3.5. The assertion of Theorem 3.4 holds for the system of linear functions
Nj(x0, . . . , xn) = x0 + ajx1 + · · ·+ a
n
j xm,
where aj ∈ C, 1 6 j 6 ℓ, are pairwise different numbers (see Corollary 2.8 and
Remark 2.9).
From Theorem 3.4 we immediately obtain its version for projective varieties.
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Theorem 3.6 (Bertini). Let d,m, q be positive integers such that m > q, let
ℓ = dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + 1]q +m,
and let Nj ∈ L(m + 1, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions.
Then
Fj1,...,jm−1 = {x ∈ P
m : ∃a∈Pm Nj1(a) = · · · = Njm−1(a) = 0, ax
T = 0}
for 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ is a system of hyperplanes such that for any irreducible
smooth algebraic set V ⊂ Pm with dimV = q and degV 6 d, there are 1 6 j1 <
· · · < jm 6 ℓ such that the intersection X = V ∩ Fj1,...,jm−1 is transversal at any
point x ∈ X and the set X is smooth. If moreover q > 2 then X is irreducible.
By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3.3 we will obtain
Lemma 3.7. Let V ⊂ Cm be an irreducible algebraic cone of dimension q > 0 and
degree d > 0. Assume that V \ {0} is smooth. Let
C = {N ∈ L(m, q − 1) : ∃x∈V \{0} N(x) = 0 ∧ dim[Tx(V ) ∩ V (N)] > 1}.
Then C is an algebraic cone in L(m, q − 1) with dimC < m(q − 1) and
(9) δ(C) 6 dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + q − 1].
Proof. Let I ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xm] be the ideal of V . For any f1, . . . , fm−q ∈ I and
N = (N1, . . . , Nq−1) ∈ L(m, q − 1), where
(10) Nj(x1, . . . , xm) = aj,1x1 + · · ·+ aj,mxm,




(x) for 1 6 j 6 m− q, 1 6 k 6 m,
bn−q+j,k = aj,k for 1 6 j 6 q − 1, 1 6 k 6 m.
Let




C = {N ∈ L(m, q − 1) : ∃x∈V \{0} N(x) = 0
∧ ∀f1,...,fm−q∈I ∧ rankB(x, f1, . . . , fm−q, N) < m− 1}.
Take any x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ V \ {0}. After a linear change of coordinates, one
can assume that Tx(V ) = C
q×{0} ⊂ Cm and x1 6= 0. So, for N = (N1, . . . , Nq−1) ∈
L(m, q − 1) of the form (10) we have N(x) = 0 and dim[Tx(V ) ∩ V (N)] > 1 if and
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where we have used the Euler formula (by an analogous argument to the proof
of Lemma 3.3). Consequently, the set of N ∈ L(m, q − 1) such that dim[Tx(V ) ∩
V (N)] > 1 and N(x) = 0 is an irreducible algebraic set of dimension m(q − 1)− q.
So, the fibers of the mapping
W ∋ (x,N) 7→ x ∈ V \ {0}
are irreducible sets, where
W = {(x,N) ∈ Cm×L(m, q−1) : x ∈ V \{0}, N(x) = 0, dim[Tx(V )∩V (N)] > 1}.
Since V \ {0} is a smooth set, we easily deduce that π is a locally trivial fibration.
Thus W is an irreducible algebraic set, and hence so is C (as the projection of W
onto L(m, q − 1)).
The inequality dimC < m(q− 1) follows immediately from the fact that for any
x ∈ V \ {0} the set of N ∈ L(m, q − 1) such that dim[Tx(V ) ∩ V (N)] > 1 and
N(x) = 0 is an algebraic set of dimension m(q − 1) − q, because dimV = q and
Tλx(V ) ∩ V (N) = Tx(V ) ∩ V (N) for λ ∈ C \ {0}.
We will prove (9) by induction on m. For m = 1 the assertion is trivial. As-
sume that it holds for m − 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
V 6⊂ {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Cm : x1 = 0}. By Corollary 2.12 there are nonzero homo-
geneous polynomials f1, . . . , fm−q ∈ I such that deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 m− q, the
algebraic cone V1 = V (f1, . . . , fm−q) has pure dimension q and degree 6 d
m−q, and
V is an irreducible component of V1. Moreover, the matrix







has rank m− q on a Zariski open and dense subset of V1. Let
X = {(x,N) ∈ Cm × L(m, q − 1) : f1(x) = · · · = fm−q(x) = 0, N(x) = 0,
rankB(x, f1, . . . , fm−q, N) < m− 1}
and let Y ⊂ L(m, 1) be the closure of the projection of X onto L(m, s). Then C is
an irreducible component of Y .
Since x1 does not vanish on V , by the Euler formula the set X can be described
by q− 1 minors of B of size (m− 1)× (m− 1) and of degree (m− q)(d− 1)+ q− 1
and by the equations f1(x) = · · · = fm−q(x) = 0, N(x) = 0. So, using Fact 1.2 we
obtain the assertion. 
From Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 3.7 we immediately obtain
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Theorem 3.8 (Bertini). Let d,m, q, s be positive integers such that m > q and
q − 1 > s, let
ℓ = dm−q[(m− q)(d− 1) + q − 1] +m(q − 1)− 1,
and let Nj ∈ L(m(q−1), 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions.
Then
Ks,j1,...,jm(q−1)−1 = {x ∈ C
m : ∃a=(a1,...,aq−1)∈(Cm)q−1\{0} Nj1(a) = · · ·
= Njm(q−1)−1 (a) = 0, a1x
T = · · · = asx
T = 0} for 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm−1 6 ℓ
is a system of linear subspaces of dimension m − s such that for any irreducible
algebraic cone V ⊂ Cm with dimV = q and deg V 6 d such that V \ {0} is
smooth, there are 1 6 j1 < · · · < jm(q−1)−1 6 ℓ such that the intersection X =
V ∩V (Ks,j1,...,jm(q−1)−1 ) is transversal at any point x ∈ X \ {0} and the set X \ {0}
is smooth. If moreover q > s+ 2 then X is irreducible.
Remark 3.9. The estimate of the number of linear functions ℓ in Theorem 3.8 is
better than the one obtained by repeated use of the estimate of ℓ in Theorem 3.4.
Remark 3.10. It is easy to state the above theorem for sets in projective spaces.
From Theorem 3.8 we immediately obtain (cf. Corollary 3.8)
Corollary 3.11. Under the notations and assumptions of Theorem 3.8, for
any algebraic set V = V (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ Cm of pure dimension q, where fj ∈ C[x],
deg fj 6 d for 1 6 j 6 r, we have
deg0 V = max
16j1<···<jm(q−1)−16ℓ
deg0(V ∩Ks,j1,...,jm(q−1)−1 )
for any 1 6 s 6 q.
4. A formula for the multiplicity of a finite mapping at zero
Let f = (f1, . . . , fm) : (C
n, 0) → (Cm, 0) be a finite mapping. Then obviously
m > n. By the multiplicity of f at 0 we mean the improper intersection multiplicity
i(graph f · (Cn × {0}); (0, 0))
of the graphf and Cn × {0} at (0, 0) ∈ Cn ×Cm (see [1], [23]) and we denote it by
i0(f). Note that i0(f) = ∞ iff f is not finite. If m = n then i0(f) = µ0(f), where
µ0(f) denotes the covering multiplicity of f at 0, or equivalently the codimension
of the ideal (f1, . . . , fn) in the ring O of germs of holomorphic functions at 0 ∈ Cn.
More precisely,
(11) i0(f) = µ0(f) = dimC O /(f1, . . . , fn).
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In the case m > n, we have
i0(f) > dimC O /(f1, . . . , fm).
We will prove the following effective formula for the multiplicity i0(f) for finite
polynomial mappings f = (f1, . . . , fm) : C
n → Cm.
Theorem 4.1. Let ℓ = dn(m− n) + n. For any independent system
Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ,
and any polynomial mapping f : Cn → Cm of degree d, finite at 0,
i0(f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
dimC O /(Li1 ◦ f, . . . , Lin ◦ f).
From [1, Theorem 4.4], analogously to [22, Theorem 1.1] we get
Proposition 4.2. Let f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) be a finite mapping and let C0 be
the tangent cone to the set f(U) for a sufficiently small neighbourhood U ⊂ Cn of
the origin. Then for any linear mapping L ∈ L(m,n) we have i0(f) 6 i0(L ◦ f),
and equality holds if and only if V (L) ∩ C0 = {0}.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since f is a polynomial mapping finite at 0, we have dim f(Cn) =













6 dn. So, by Lemma 2.3 there are 1 6 i1, . . . , in 6 ℓ such that




= {0}. Combining (11) and Proposition 4.2 gives the
assertion. 
By an analogous argument to the proof of Theorem 4.1 we obtain
Corollary 4.3. Let ℓ = d(m− n) + n. For any independent system
Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ,
and any polynomial mapping f : Cn → Cm with deg0 f(C
n) = d, finite at 0,
i0(f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
dimC O /(Li1 ◦ f, . . . , Lin ◦ f).
From Bezout’s theorem and Theorem 4.1 we obtain
Corollary 4.4. Let f : Cn → Cm be a polynomial mapping of degree d such that
f(0) = 0. Let m > n > q > 0, A = dn(m− n) + n, B = dn(n− q) + q, and let
Lqi ∈ L(m+ q, 1), 1 6 i 6 A,
M qj ∈ L(n, 1), 1 6 j 6 B,




dimC O /(Li1 ◦ (f,Mj1 , . . . ,Mjq ), . . . , Lin ◦ (f,Mj1 , . . . ,Mjq )) > d
n
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if and only if dim0 V (f) > q + 1,
Remark 4.5. The above corollary gives an algorithm for computing dim0 V (f) and
deciding whether the mapping f is finite.
5. Łojasiewicz exponent
The local Łojasiewicz exponent of a mapping f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0), denoted by
L0(f), is defined to be the infimum of the set of all exponents ν > 1 such that
|f(z)| > C|z|ν
for some constant C > 0 in a neighbourhood of the origin in Cn (see [24]). In [12]
it was proved that L0(f) is a rational number and the infimum in the definition is
in fact a minimum, provided f is finite at 0.
A. Płoski [18] gave a formula for L0(f) for a finite mapping f in terms of the
characteristic polynomial, provided n = m. In fact, the characteristic polynomial is
a polynomial with holomorphic coefficients. In the case n = m = 2 such a formula
was obtained by J. Chądzyński and T. Krasiński [2] in terms of resultants. In
Proposition 5.1 below, we quote a version of Płoski’s formula obtained by T. Rodak
and S. Spodzieja [19, Proposition 3].
Let P (y, t) =
∑∞
j=0 Pj(y)t







r + 1− j
.
Let f : (Cn, 0) → (Cn, 0) be finite at 0. Then for every k = 1, . . . , n there exists a
power series Pk(y, t) ∈ C{y, t} such that for some arbitrarily small neighbourhoods
U0 and W0 of 0 ∈ Cn and 0 ∈ Cn+1 respectively, we have
(12) {(y, t) ∈ W0 : Pk(y, t) = 0} = {(f(z), zk) ∈ C
n × C : z ∈ U0}.








The purpose of this section is to provide an effective version of the above propo-
sition for polynomial mappings f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0), m > n, finite at 0 (see
Theorem 5.7 below). Let us start with some supporting facts.
From [22, Theorem 2.1 and its proof] we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. Let f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) be a finite mapping and let C0 be
the tangent cone to the set f(U) for a sufficiently small neighbourhood U ⊂ Cn of
the origin. Then for any linear mapping L ∈ L(m,n) we have L0(f) 6 L0(L ◦ f),
and equality holds if and only if V (L) ∩ C0 = {0}.
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From Proposition 5.2, Facts 1.1, 1.3 and Lemma 2.3 we immediately obtain
Corollary 5.3. Let m > n be positive integers, let ℓ = dn(m − n) + n and let
Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions. Then for any
polynomial mapping f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) finite at 0 with deg f 6 d we have
L0(f) = min
16i1<···<in6ℓ
L0((Li1 , . . . , Lin) ◦ f).
We will need the following two propositions, proved by A. Płoski [17], [18, Propo-
sition 1.3, Theorem 3.5] for m = n and generalized by S. Spodzieja [22, Corollary
1.3, Proposition 3.1] to m > n.
Proposition 5.4. Let f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) be a holomorphic mapping finite
at 0. If g : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) is a holomorphic mapping such that ord(f−g) > L0(f)
then g is finite at 0 and L0(g) = L0(f).
Proposition 5.5. Let f : Cn → Cm be a polynomial mapping finite at 0 with
deg f 6 d. Then L0(f) 6 dn.
We will consider the Łojasiewicz exponent of polynomial mappings. Let f =
(f1, . . . , fm) : C
n → Cm, m > n, be a polynomial mapping such that f(0) = 0.
Let d be the degree of f . The basic difficulty in obtaining effective formulas for the
Łojasiewicz exponent is to determine the characteristic polynomials P1, . . . , Pn with
holomorphic coefficients. To bypass this difficulty and get the usual polynomials,
we will reduce the problem to finding the exponent for proper mappings. For this
purpose we define a mapping HL : C
n → Cn by
(13) Hf,L(z) = L ◦ f(z) + (z
dn+1
1 , . . . , z
dn+1
n ), z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C
n,
where d > deg f and L ∈ L(m,n). Obviously HL is a proper mapping.
From Corollary 5.3 and Propositions 5.4, 5.5 we obtain
Corollary 5.6. Let m > n be positive integers, let ℓ = dn(m − n) + n, and let
Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓ, be a system of independent linear functions. Then for any





M(m,n) = L(m,n)× L(n, 1)
and let Φf,L,N : C
n → Cn+1, where (L,N) ∈ M(m,n), be given by
Φf,L,N(z) = (Hf,L(z), N(z)).
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The mapping Φf,L,N is proper and consequently Φf,L,N(C
n) ⊂ Cn+1 is an algebraic
set of pure dimension n. Hence, there exists a polynomial Pf,L,N ∈ C[y, t], where
y = (y1, . . . , yn) and y1, . . . , yn, t are independent variables, of the form








n) = V (Pf,L,N ).
Since Hf,L,N is a proper mapping, we may assume that Pf,L,N,rf,L,N 6= 0. Moreover,
we may assume that Pf,L,N is irreducible.
To use the Płoski formula (P), we have to guarantee the fulfillment of assump-
tions (12). This can be done by selecting sufficiently many independent linear func-
tions of L ∈ L(m, 1) and N ∈ L(n, 1). Namely, let
ℓN = n+ [(d
n + 1)n − 1]n(n− 1), ℓL = d
n(m− n) + n.
Take any families of independent linear functions
Ni ∈ L(n, 1), 1 6 i 6 ℓN , Ls ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 s 6 ℓL.
Let
IL = {s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ N







Ls = (Ls1 , . . . , Lsn) ∈ L(m,n) for s ∈ IL.
For any 1 6 i 6 ℓN and s ∈ IL we define a mapping Φf,(i,s) : C
n → Cn × C by
Φf,(i,s)(z) = Φf,Ls,Ni ,
i.e., Φf,(i,s) = (Hf,s(z), Ni(z)), where Hf,s(z) = Ls(f(z)(z)) + (z
dn+1
1 , . . . , z
dn+1
n ).
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7. For any polynomial mapping f : (Cn, 0) → (Cm, 0) finite at 0 of








We will precede the proof of the above theorem with a remark and an example.
Remark 5.8. Since Pf,L,N vanishes exactly on the image of Φf,L,N , it can be
effectively computed, for instance by using Gröbner bases (see [6]). One can also
compute it as a multipolynomial resultant of the coordinates of Φf,L,N (see [5]).
An important point in this construction is properness of the mappings Hf,L,N
and Φf,L,N , which we owe to the component (z
dn+1
1 , . . . , z
dn+1
n ). Therefore, the
polynomials Pf,L,N in Theorem 5.7 are regular in t and we can compute the numbers
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∆(Pf,L,N ). If we omit this component, with fixed L,M and N = zk the polynomials
Pf,L,N may not satisfy (12) (see Example 5.9 below).
Example 5.9. The polynomial mapping f = (f1, f2) : C
2 → C2 defined by









is finite at (0, 0) ∈ C2 and it is not proper. For the irreducible polynomial








we have P (f(z1, z2), z1) = 0 for (z1, z2) ∈ C2. Moreover, the polynomial P is not
regular in t and we cannot compute the number ∆(P ).
Proof of Theorem 5.7. By an analogous argument to the proof of [19, Lemma 1] we
obtain
Lemma 5.10. If P,Q,R ∈ C{y, t} are series such that



















r + 1− j
.
If additionally ordR = 0, then equality holds in (15).
Fix s = (s1, . . . , sn) with 1 6 s1 < · · · < sn 6 ℓL and let Ls = (Ls1 , . . . , Lsn) ∈
L(m,n).
Lemma 5.11. There are 1 6 i1 < · · · < in 6 ℓN such that
(16) V (Hf,Ls) ∩ V (Nij ) = {0} for 1 6 j 6 n.
Proof. Since HL,M has no zeros at infinity, it is proper. Consequently, by Bezout’s
theorem it has at most (dn + 1)n − 1 zeros in Cn \ {0}. Thus by Corollary 2.10 we
obtain (16). 
Lemma 5.12. If N ∈ L(n, 1) satisfies (16), then for any sufficiently small ǫ > 0
the germs of the sets
Aǫ = {(Hf,Ls(z), N(z)) : |z| < ǫ} and B = {(y, t) : Pf,Ls,N (y, t) = 0}
at 0 ∈ Cn+1 are equal.
Proof. It suffices to prove that for any ǫ > 0 there exists a neighbourhood U0 of
0 ∈ Cn+1 such that Aǫ ∩U0 = B ∩U0. Indeed, suppose there exists ǫ > 0 such that
for any neighbourhood U0 of zero we have Aǫ ∩ U0 6= B ∩ U0. Obviously Aǫ ⊂ B,
hence Aǫ ∩ U0 ⊂ B ∩ U0. So, the inclusion Aǫ ∩ U0 ⊃ B ∩ U0 fails, i.e., there exists
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a sequence (yν , tν) ∈ B ∩ U0 such that (yν , tν) → (0, 0) and (yν , tν) 6∈ Aǫ ∩ U0. By
(14) there exists a sequence zν ∈ Cn such that yν = HLs(zν) and tν = N(zν). Thus
(Hf,Ls(zν), N(zν)) → (0, 0)
as ν → ∞. The sequence (zν) is bounded (by properness of Hf,Ls); we can assume
that zν → z0 as ν → ∞. Then
(Hf,Ls(z0), N(z0)) = (0, 0),
so, by (16), z0 = 0 and zν → 0 as ν → ∞. On the other hand, (yν , tν) 6∈ Aǫ ∩ U0
implies |zν | > ǫ, a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, for any fixed s we can find 1 6 i1, . . . , in 6 ℓN
such that Pf,Ls,Nij satisfy the assumption (12) of Proposition 5.1. Note that if
Pf,Ls,Ni does not satisfy (12), the characteristic polynomial for Φf,Ls,Ni is a divisor






This together with Corollary 5.6 gives the assertion of Theorem 5.7. 
Theorem 5.7 simplifies in the case of proper polynomial mappings finite at 0. By
an analogous argument to that in the proof of Theorem 5.7 we obtain
Corollary 5.13. Let d, n,m, m > n, be positive integers, let
ℓN = (d
n − 1)n(n− 1) + n, ℓL = d
n(m− n) + n,
and let Ni ∈ L(n, 1), 1 6 i 6 ℓN , Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓL, be sequences of
independent functions. Then for any proper polynomial mapping f : (Cn, 0) →
(Cn, 0) finite at 0 of degree d there exist polynomials
Pf,(Ls1 ,...,Lsn),Ni ∈ C[y, t], 1 6 i 6 ℓN , 1 6 s1 < · · · < sn 6 ℓL,
regular in t, such that the set V (Pf,(Ls1 ,...,Lsn),Ni) is equal to the image of C
n under








Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.13 give effective algorithms for computing the mul-
tiplicity and the local Łojasiewicz exponent of a polynomial mapping Cn → Cn
finite at 0. Moreover, they allow one to decide whether a polynomial mapping
(Cn, 0) → (Cn, 0) is finite at 0. Namely, by calculating the Łojasiewicz exponents
of mappings (f,M) : Cn → Cm+q for M ∈ L(n, q) instead of f , we obtain
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Proposition 5.14. Let d, n,m, m > n, be positive integers, let 0 6 q 6 n, and
let
ℓL = d
n(m− n) + n, ℓM = d
n(n− q) + q.
Let Lj ∈ L(m, 1), 1 6 j 6 ℓL, Mk ∈ L(n, 1), 1 6 k 6 ℓM , be sequences of
independent functions. Let f : (Cn, 0) → Cm, 0) be a polynomial mapping of degree
d. Set








for Ls = (Ls1 , . . . , Lsn), s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ IL and Mk = (Mk1 , . . . ,Mkq ), k =
(k1, . . . , kq), 1 6 k1 < · · · < kq 6 ℓM .
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